Abstract. A problem in Quantum Field Theory leads to the study of a representation of the torus, T3, as automorphisms of the infinite dimensional Clifford algebra. It is shown that the irreducible product representations of the Clifford algebra fall into two categories: the discrete representations where the automorphisms are unitarily implementable, and all the others in which the automorphisms are not implementable and which cannot even appear as subrepresentations of larger representations in which the automorphisms are implementable.
I. Introduction. Let X be a real infinite-dimensional Hubert space, C(X) the associated Clifford algebra, we denote the unique C*-closure of C(X) by si. Let {xk,yk; k = (ky, k2, k3)d, ki an arbitrary integer, d>0 fixed} be an orthonormal basis for X. Let 0(a) denote the orthogonal transformation on X which sends is a strongly continuous representation of the torus F3 as automorphisms of si. The problem is to classify those representations, -n(-), of si on separable Hubert spaces in which ra is unitarily implementable, that is, in which there is a strongly continuous unitary representation, U(a), of F3 on the separable Hubert space such that Tr(ra(A))= U(a)Tr(A)U( -a). In this paper we begin a study of this problem by treating the most accessible class of representations, namely the irreducible tensor product representations. These representations fall into two classes: the discrete ones in which ra is trivially unitarily implementable, and all the others in which ra is not unitarily implementable and which cannot even appear as subrepresentations of larger representations in which ra is unitarily implementable.
The reader is referred to the paper of Shale and Stinespring [6] for the construction and basic properties of the algebras C(X) and si. The fact that ra is implementable in the discrete representations is already contained in their paper. For information about infinite tensor products of Hubert spaces, the reader is referred to [4] or the brief summary in the appendix of [5] . [February It is appropriate to briefly describe the origin of this problem in Quantum Field Theory. If we quantize in a three dimensional cube B, of side length b, the Fermion field 9(f) = b-3'2 2 (/' e-ikx)t?<**k+U> eikx)L\B)at
is an operator-valued distribution from £2(£) to the bounded operators on any separable Hubert space, 3V, on which the operators {au, a*}k give a representation of the canonical anticommutation relations. That is, the operators {ak, a*}k are assumed to satisfy If we identify opposite faces of the cube, then B=T3, and the group of translations modulo the cube is also £3. These translations induce a unitary action of £3 on £2(£3) byf(x) -+f(x-a) which in turn induces the action 9(f(x))^9(f(x-cc)) on the Fermion field. One is mainly interested in representations of the anticommutation relations in which there is a continuous unitary representation of the torus, U(a), such that <p(f(x-*)) = U(a)cp(f(x))U(-a) which requires eik"ak=U(a)akU( -a) and e~ikaat=U(tt)atU(-a).
Such a representation is called translation (modulo the cube) invariant. The smallest C*-algebra containing {ak, a*}k gives a representation of C(X), the correspondence being ir(xk) = (\/V2)(ak + at), ir(yk) = (l/i^2)(ak-at).
Thus a representation of the canonical anticommutation relation will be translation invariant if and only if ra is unitarily implementable in the corresponding representation of the Clifford algebra, C(X), and its C*-closure, si. III. Implementability in irreducible product representations.
The following theorem settles the question of implementability of ra for the irreducible product representations :
Theorem. Let sé be the unique C*-closure of the Clifford algebra of a real infinitedimensional Hilbert; ra: T3 -> Aut (sé) the representation of the torus, T3, as automorphisms of sé described in §1. Let {sév, //"} be an irreducible product representation of sé. Then, if {sév, //"} is discrete, ra is unitarily implementable. If {sév, //"} is not discrete, t" is not implementable, and further, {sév, /£} cannot appear as a subrepresentation of a larger representation in which ra is implementable.
We will use the following lemma which states that the contragredient action of t* on any state cu e sé* must be continuous at the origin in £3 if co is a vector state of a representation of sé in which t" is implementable. We omit the easy proof; an important converse statement, which says that if (3.1) holds for all v e Jif then the representation can be imbedded in a larger one in which Ta is implementable, is due to H. Borchers [1] .
Lemma. Let -n()be a representation of sé on Jf in which t" is implementable (by a continuous, unitary representation of T3). Let v eJif, then
We turn now to the proof of the theorem. For the discrete representations the implementing representation of £3 is written down explicitly in §11. For the nondiscrete representations we show that (3.1) does not hold when -fffl is a generating vector of //". We first suppose that the representation is nondiscrete and min {ß°k, ßi}-r>0 as k -> co.
Then there is an e>0 and a subsequence {£"}"= i such that \ß°kn\ \ß\n\ Sïe2 for all n. Thus, whatever 8>0 is given we can find an a, |a|<8 and an n so that \(T*(äk")v, v)-(äkv, v)\ âe2 which shows that (3.1) does not hold.
It remains to consider the (more difficult) case where min {ßk, ßk} ->-0. Let o: Jf -* {0, 1} be the function so that ßkM -*0,ö() the function which takes the value one when o is zero and vice versa. Then we must have 2* \ßkik)\2 = a0-Otherwise, we let w = (g* wk where wk = (?) if o(k) = 1 and Q) if a(k) = 1. Then v would be weakly equivalent to w since 2ii-i(t>*,w*)ii = 2ii-ii3Hi
which contradicts the hypothesis that v is nondiscrete; therefore 2* \ßkk)\2 = coWe may also assume that 0^ßk(k}^ 1 since there is another c0-vector u in Hv with that property and we can replace v by u. Now, suppose 8>0 is given. We will construct an operator ANesiv, \\AN\\ = l, and an a with |a¡| < 8 so that \(ra(AN)v, v)-(Av, v)\ ^-q/2>0 where r¡ is independent of 8 and AN. Let St = {k; k e X, a(k) = i}, i=0,1.
Since Z\fiiki\a = ao, riLo Wk)\2 -+ 0 as p -> oo. Thus, either UpSo \ßiik)\2 -* 0 or UpSl Wk)\2 -> 0; we suppose the latter (the proof is not different in the other case); we may suppose further that Si is contained in one octant. Since \ßlik)\ -> 1 and Sy is infinite we can choose finite, disjoint subsets Ry^Sy and R2l=Sy so that Then w can be written as a sum of eigenvectors (not necessarily normalized) of 2*eRiuR2 a*tf*; let {f,)fày denote the eigenvectors of the form Uy ® u2 where u2 has eigenvalue zero and Uy does not; let {g,)f¿y denote the eigenvectors of the form Uy ® u2 where Uy has eigenvalue zero and u2 does not. Then (1) {f,)fày, {g,}f=2i are all orthogonal vectors in h.
(2) i^2fi1ny;ii2^i and iúir=\kÁ\2=h (3) Each y; and g¡ is an eigenfunction of J,keR1uR2 k¡a*ak, 1=1,2,3, and for some / the absolute value of the eigenvalue corresponding to fi plus N is less than the absolute value of the eigenvalue corresponding to gt.
We now define an operator AN on h as follows. Suppose the element of the collection {fi^Jy, {g,)f=y with the largest norm is among the fis, call it fv Then choose a sequence of g's, call them glf .. .,grv which satisfy iÍ«#«l|2á ll/il < We now return to the remaining members of the collection {f}f¿i, fejfii, find the element with largest norm and proceed to define AN on a new subspace Jt2 orthogonal to J(x and so forth. When either the sum of the squares of the norms of the elements left in {f¡}f¿x or in {g,)fix is <tV> we stop and define A to be the zero operator on the rest of h (requiring that the sums of squares of the norms be eye in both collections insures that an inequality like (3.2) will be true). On h, \\AN\\ = l and 
